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“2226” building, Lustenau | AT
Building owner: AD GmbH, Lustenau | AT
Architecture: be baumschlager eberle, Lustenau | AT
Energy optimisation: Lars Junghans, Michigan | US
Lighting design: Symetrys, Lustenau | AT
Electrical design: Elmar Graf GmbH, Dornbirn| AT
Lighting solution: LINARIA light line, PANOS infinity LED downlight, LED light surfaces, free-standing luminaires



More comfort with less energy
“2226” is an archetypal sustainable building. The basic idea is to achieve an extraordinarily
high level of comfort whilst using as few technical systems as possible. As a result, the  
six-storey building does not require any heating, cooling or mechanical ventilation.
Architect Dietmar Eberle relies instead on solid walls and the air-cleansing effect of lime,
high ceilings and large room depths, elegant materials, effective air circulation and the  
optimum use of daylight.
Artificial lighting compensates for the absence of daylight in the evening and at night. The 
lighting solution ensures visual conditions in which people feel comfortable, helping make 
sure that they are focused and motivated to work. Light is also an essential element for  
orientation in the building. Light lines, spotlights and light surfaces deliver both an element  
of design and high lighting quality.



Lighting for the office and communication
Putting people at the centre of modern office concepts

The name “2226” refers to the essential component of human wellbeing.
A pleasant interior temperature of between 22 °C and 26 °C is permanently 
maintained without heating, cooling or mechanical ventilation systems.



Increasing the sense of wellbeing  
A good lighting solution creates conditions
in which people feel comfortable, so that
they are focused and motivated to do their
work. Factors such as even illumination
of the work surface, friendly-looking faces
and bright walls and ceilings have a direct
influence on the  physical and mental
wellbeing of users.

Creating identity
A lighting solution that can be adjusted to 
suit personal preferences, with variable col-
our temperature and lighting intensity, helps 
raise employee satisfaction and create iden-
tity. High quality product design and archi-
tectural lighting arrangements additionally 
play a vital role here.

Reducing costs
Lighting solutions have a direct effect on
operational costs through energy efficiency,
long service life and lighting management 
systems. Corporate image can also profit 
from a sustainable environmental policy.

Ground floor with gallery

Upper floor with free-standing  
luminaries



Increasing the sense of wellbeing 

Architect Dietmar Eberle set the emphasis firmly on wellbeing with a 
modern building concept that includes both rooms to work in and plac-
es to meet. In addition to the “be baumschlager eberle” architecture 
studio a series of other offices, a cafeteria and a renowned gallery have 
all found a new home within the 2500 square metres of floor space. 
Different lighting requirements arise from these various functions within 
the application, which are all fulfilled with just four types of luminaire. 
Light lines and spotlights deliver general lighting and guidance, whilst 
flat light surfaces create a high level of employee stimulation thanks to 
their biological lighting effect. Individually adjustable lighting for work-
spaces is achieved with a range of free-standing luminaires which have 
joined the team in the new architecture studio. 

LINARIA shows its value as both a horizontal
surface-mounted luminaire and a vertical recessed 
strip, helping facilitate orientation for visitors and staff.

Lighting for the office and communication
Innovative lighting concepts make an impact

High-quality materials, pleasant proportions and a tailored lighting 
solution combine to create visual calm.



Ample daylight and a unique lighting solution with  
inear, flat and point light sources support a pleasant 
and creative working atmosphere in the offices.



Creating identity 

The white rendered cube on the outskirts of the town of Lustenau 
has soon become a frequently-visited reference project for techni-
cal prudence. There is certainly an abundance of high-quality mate-
rials on show. Luminaires from Zumtobel complement the generous 
composition and use of space. The real luxury lies in the simplicity. 
Each floor, offering four function rooms, has been designed to be 
modular and flexible. The windmill-style layout of the rooms is also 
reflected in the lighting concept. A round PANOS recessed down-
light with suspended decorative glass marks the middle of the 
building. Light lines then radiate out into the rooms to deliver gen-
eral illumination. Depending on the area of application, these are 
supplemented by further light lines, LED light surfaces or point light 
sources.



Reducing costs

By deliberately moving away from conventional building 
technology, on-going energy costs have been reduced
to a minimum. Staff, computers and lighting are used as 
sources of heat instead of an actual heating system.
Ventilation and shade are controlled by revolving wooden
blinds in the massive window apertures, fitted on the
right or left side of the window to offer maximum protec-
tion from the sun. The external window ledges can  
absorb up to 21 litres of rainwater and serve to bring  
further daylight into the application by acting as an  
additional horizontal surface of reflection.
Natural light is optimally supplemented by contemporary
artificial light sources from Zumtobel. The products used 
in the building offer excellent luminaire efficiency and 
sustainability with a long product lifecycle. The individual-
ly connectible free-standing luminaires are even being  
re-used – they were a popular part of the lighting solu-
tion in the previous architecture studio before the recent 
relocation.

The discreet LINARIA batten luminares emphasise the building's  
architecture thanks to its extremely sleek structural shape and par-
ticularly scores points in the exhibition and communication zones  
with its low-key design.



This versatile building functions without heating, cooling or 
mechanical ventilation systems. Was it possible to align the 
lighting with this “more comfortwith less energy” principle?
The factors that contribute to the comfort of a building are the  
atmosphere, the humidity, the CO2value, the temperature and the 
highest possible degree of daylight, or generally speaking, the 
brightness. All of these factors also need to retain a certain degree 
of individual control.
 
The atmosphere is more important to you than machines.
What creative contribution does the architecture and  
particularly the light make in this context?
The creative contribution from the architecture is all about simplici-
ty, orientation and familiarity. This includes as much daylight as 
possible and individually controllable artificial light.
 
What role does daylight play and which tasks does the  
artificial light fulfil?
Distributing the daylight as evenly as possible in the rooms using
the ceiling height and window layout is certainly worthwhile. It is 
important to avoid strong light contrasts. The artificial light is simply 
an extension of the daylight. It is important that the artificial light is 
only used when there is not enough daylight available, otherwise 
the artificial light also transmits energy in the form of heat. 

How is your workspace lit and how do you personally see the 
development of office lighting over the next few years?
The sense of wellbeing in my office is created by using different 
light sources and therefore different atmospheres for particular 
tasks. Office lighting will consist of two components in the next few 
years - general lighting of approximately 200 to 300 lux, to support 
the atmosphere of the room, which can then be supplemented
with 700 to 800 lux on the work surface.

Atmosphere instead of machines

Dietmar Eberle, Architect
be baumschlager eberle, Lustenau | AT



How can a building without heating, cooling and ventilation 
systems fulfil employee requirements in terms of personal 
wellbeing? 
The building automation system software has been optimised to 
ensure that general comfort conditions and air quality in the rooms 
are tailored to meet the needs of the users, without requiring a 
large amount of technology. The aim was to find the optimum bal-
ance between a good building envelope and future-orientated tech-
nology, which still sets itself apart from conventional high-efficiency 
buildings.
 
What experience and which calculations support your  
recommendations for energy optimisation?
Architects and engineers of building technology are generalists in
various ways. Developing the energy concept for the “2226” build-
ing was very interdisciplinary, because knowledge from the areas of
user comfort, air quality, user behaviour, structural physics, ther-
modynamics, fluid mechanics, lighting technology and automation
all came together. Mathematical algorithms were used for optimisa-
tion during the planning of the energy concept and building auto-
mation system, which can solve non-linear and complex problems. 
The dynamic temperature effects in the building were analysed with 
simulation software. CFD (Computer-aided Fluid Dynamic)
software was used to understand the distribution of the CO2-
concentration and air flow. In addition, experiments were carried
out to verify the results generated by the computer. Uncertainties in
building operation and calculations were taken into account during
the analysis.

What tasks did the lighting solution have to fulfil in this  
context?
The lighting solutions in “2226” are partly intended as effect light-
ing. This can also be seen in the exhibition area on the ground
floor. In my opinion, the lighting is part of the whole work.  
The linear lighting in the office area provides general lighting.  
In combination with the individual workplace lighting, this is an  
excellent solution.

Lars Junghans
Energy optimisation, Michigan | US



United Kingdom
Zumtobel Lighting Ltd.
Chiltern Park
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter
Buckinghamshire SL9 9FG
T +44/(0)1388 420 042
lightcentreuk@zumtobelgroup.com 
zumtobel.co.uk

USA and Canada
Zumtobel Lighting Inc.
3300 Route 9W
Highland, NY 12528
T +1/(0)845/691 6262
F +1/(0)845/691 6289
zli.us@zumtobel.com
zumtobel.us

Australia and New Zealand
Zumtobel Lighting Pty Ltd
333 Pacific Highway
North Sydney, NSW 2060
T +61/(2)8913 5000
F +61/(2)8913 5001
info@zumtobel.com.au
zumtobel.com.au

China
Zumtobel Lighting China 
Shanghai office
Room 101,  
No 192 YIHONG Technology Park
Tianlin Road, Xuhui District
Shanghai City, 200233, P.R. China
T  +86/(21) 6375 6262
F  +86/(21) 6375 6285
sales.cn@zumtobel.com
zumtobel.cn

Hong Kong
Zumtobel Lighting Hong Kong
Unit 4301, Level 43,
Tower 1, Metroplaza, 
223 Hing Fong Road, 
Kwai Chung, N.T.
T +852/2578 4303
F +852/2887 0247
info.hk@zumtobel.com

India
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH
Vipul Trade Centre, 406, 4th Floor
Sohna Road, Sector 48,
Gurgaon 122002, Haryana, India
T +91/124 4206885 6886
info.in@zumtobel.com

Singapore
Zumtobel Lighting Singapore 
158 Kallang Way # 06-01/02
Singapore 349245
T +65 6844 5800
F +65 6745 7707
info.sg@zumtobel.com

United Arab Emirates
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH
4B Street, Al Quoz Industrial Area 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
T +971/4 340 4646
F +971/4 299 3531
info@zumtobel.ae 
zumtobel.ae

Romania 
Zumtobel Lighting Romania SRL
Radu Greceanu Street, no. 2,  
Ground Floor, sector 1 
012225 Bucharest
T +40 31225 38 01
F +40 31225 38 04
welcome.ro@zumtobel.com 
zumtobel.com

Hungary 
ZG Lighting Hungary Kft.
Váci út 49
1134 Budapest
T +36/(1) 450 2490
F +36/(1) 350 0829
welcome@zumtobel.hu 
zumtobel.hu

Croatia 
ZG Lighting d.o.o.
Radnička cesta 80
10000 Zagreb
T +385/(1) 64 04 080
F +385/(1) 64 04 090
welcome@zumtobel.hr

Bosnia and Herzegovina 
ZG Lighting d.o.o.
Topal Osman Pase 18
71000 Sarajevo
M +387 61 172 240
welcome.ba@zumtobel.com

Serbia 
ZG Lighting d.o.o.
Beton hala – Karađorđeva 2-4
11000 Belgrade 
M +381 69 54 44 802
welcome@zumtobel.rs

Czech Republic  
ZG Lighting Czech Republic s.r.o.
Jankovcova 2
Praha 7
170 00 Praha
T +420 266 782 200
F +420 266 782 201
welcome@zumtobel.cz
zumtobel.cz

Slovak Republic
ZG Lighting Slovakia s.r.o.  
Vlčie Hrdlo 1, 
824 12 Bratislava
welcome@zumtobel.sk
zumtobel.sk

Poland
ZG Lighting Polska Sp. z o.o.
Wołoska 9a
Platinium Business Park III
02-583 Warszawa
T +48 22 856 74 31
zgpolska@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.pl

Slovenia
ZG Lighting d.o.o
Štukljeva cesta 46
1000 Ljubljana
T +386/(1) 5609 820
F +386/(1) 5609 866
si.welcome@zumtobelgroup.com
zumtobel.si

Russia
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH
Official Representative Office
Skakovaya Str. 17
Bld. No 1, Office 1104
125040 Moscow
T +7/(495) 945 36 33
F +7/(495) 945 16 94
info-russia@zumtobel.com
zumtobel.ru

Norway
Zumtobel Belysning
Strømsveien 344
1081 Oslo
T +47 22 82 07 00
info.no@zumtobel.com
zumtobel.no

Sweden
Zumtobel Belysning
Birger Jarlsgatan 57
113 56 Stockholm
T +46 8 26 26 50
info.se@zumtobel.com
zumtobel.se

Denmark
Zumtobel Belysning
Stamholmen 155, 5. sal
2650 Hvidovre 
T +45 35 43 70 00
info.dk@zumtobel.com
zumtobel.dk

Headquarters
Zumtobel Lighting GmbH 
Schweizer Strasse 30
Postfach 72
6851 Dornbirn, AUSTRIA
T +43/(0)5572/390-0
info@zumtobel.info

ZG Licht Mitte-Ost GmbH 
Grevenmarschstrasse 74-78
32657 Lemgo, GERMANY
T +49/(0)5261 212-0
F +49/(0)5261 212-7777
info@zumtobel.de

zumtobel.com

06/15 © Zumtobel Lighting GmbH 
Technical data was correct at time of going to press.  
We reserve the right to make technical changes without  
notice. Please contact your local sales office for further  
information. 

Top quality – with a five-year guarantee.
As a globally leading luminaire manufacturer, 
Zumtobel provides a five year manufacturer's 
guarantee on all Zumtobel branded products 
in accordance with the terms of guarantee at 
zumtobel.com/guarantee.

YEAR GUARANTEE
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